Contemporary medicine is claimed to be both a science and an art. However, throughout this century the scientific emphasis has been predominant.
Technology has been considered as being applied science and craft as being applied art. In medicine we may consider clinical practice as both the applied science and also the applied art of medicine since it combines both the technology and the craft. (Fig. 1) . Teaching or researching the craft of medicine without the art would be the equivalent of teaching the technology without the basic sciences, but this is often what happens in the medical curriculum. Some G.P. trainees when being taught the clinical craft find they are doing so in a vacuum because they have never been taught the art.
It has to be acknowledged that in medicine it is more difficult to teach the craft than the technology as it is probably harder to learn the art than the science. The good student acquires much of his understanding of the art by observing his teacher practising the craft rather than by direct The science and art of medicine Figure 1 The science and art of medicine The behavioural sciences already offer some assistance, and could be used more in researching interviewing skills, personal relationships and the language of feelings. Tehir findings could be extended to, or re-examined in, the doctor?patient relationship. Once again there is a scientific content but the artist uses scientific knowledge quite authentically to improve his materials and tools.
The interpretation, analysis and synthesis of all the accumulated knowledge will of course, be open to debate and discussion "ad infinitum" just as are the aphorisms of history and philosophy. Each researcher will make his own subjective interpretation particularly of the artistic research, and rightly so. It may be some time before a general truth can be discerned or before the man of wisdom appears who can discern and synthesise it. The art of medicine has been practised and reflected on for centuries. By research we can at least add to the knowledge of the art for future practitioners.
Reporting and implementation of the findings, the next stage of research, needs to be encouraged. Much is known already, but medical students and doctors are not given courses in history of medicine or the lives of the great physicians. They don't study art and drama on themes of life and death, illness and health. They don't have "King Lear" on their bookshelves next to the Hippocratic collection and they aren't shown films of "Charlie", "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest", or "The Boy from Nowhere" or other contemporary works such as "Rain Man" depicting human feelings in the medical situation. If they are seen, they are divorced from medical education and appear unrelated to it.
Courses questioning the philosophy and morals of medicine are not given and even practical subjects such as medical ethics are not routinely taught except by modelling. This can be easily remedied and would encourage research in these areas as well as providing a forum for its reporting.
Such little attention is given to these areas that it is not surprising that students consider them unimportant. One of the biggest problems is that the teacher, the student and often the patient are frightened of even exploring their feelings never mind verbalising and thus exposing them. Familiarity and comfort with feelings can be taught and researched by experimental courses and Balint-groups, and by the example of teachers researching their own feelings. The concept of "subjective intelligence" propounded by Novak19 could be re-introduced to the medical mind.
We can anticipate problems with our research both from within and from without the profession. From within, the problems include observing, recording and interpreting subjective data, the unspoken language of feelings, and overcoming our own and our colleagues' feelings. We have also to surmount the loss of respect for pure learning and the reluctance of doctors to undertake teaching and research.
There will also be problems with the internal organisation of general practice, co-operation of researchers and definition of direction as well as dispute of the methodology described here.
General practice is the obvious front line for the research of the art since this is the field where it can be, and is, most practised. However, general practice is an immature discipline, and like all immature disciplines20 general practice may be tempted, due to pressures from without, to declare its maturity too soon in order to achieve recognition, thus closing the doors on possible directions of growth. On the other hand it might rush into "research for its own sake" since the volume of published research provides an "opportunity for an expansion of the institutional apparatus including an academic base"21. The 
